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In this talk, I will review our recent progress in using a transmission electron microscopy-scanning probe 
microscopy (TEM-SPM) platform to probe the electrical and mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes 
and graphene [1]. First, individual multi-wall carbon nanotubes are peeled off layer-by-layer by electric 
breakdown inside the TEM. This provided new insights into the transport property of nanotubes. Second, 
plastic deformation, such as superplasticity, kink motion, dislocation climb, and vacancy migration, was 
discovered in nanotubes and graphene (see Fig. 1) for the first time. Third, we induced sublimation of 
suspended few-layer graphene by in-situ Joule-heating inside a TEM (see Fig. 2). The graphene 
sublimation fronts consisted of mostly {1100} zigzag edges. Under appropriate conditions, fractal-like 
“coastline” morphology was observed. Extensive multiple-layer reconstructions at the graphene edges led 
to the formation of unique carbon nanostructures, such as sp2-bonded bilayer edges (BLEs) and nanotubes
connected to BLEs. Flat fullerenes/nanopods and nanotubes tunneling multiple layers of graphene sheets 
were also observed. Remarkably, more than 99% of the graphene edges observed during sublimation are 
BLEs rather than monolayer edges (MLEs), indicating that BLEs are the stable edges in graphene at high 
temperatures. We reproduced the “coastline” sublimation morphologies by kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) 
simulations. The simulation revealed geometrical and topological features unique to quasi 2-dimensional
(2D) graphene sublimation and reconstructions. These reconstructions were enabled by bending, which 
cannot occur in first-order phase transformations of 3D bulk materials. These results indicate that 
substrate of multiple-layer graphene can offer unique opportunities for tailoring carbon-based 
nanostructures and engineering novel nanodevices with complex topologies. Emerging directions of using 
the TEM-SPM platform to conduct cutting edge research in nanoscience and energy research areas will be
highlighted.
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Fig. 2 (Left) A snow-flake-like graphene sublimation pattern formed by in-situ Joule 
heating. (Right) The graphene edges formed by sublimation are bilayer edges rather than 
monolayer edges.
Fig. 1 The formation process of a bilayer edge vacancy hole (BLEVH) from merging of 
two monolayer edge vacancy holes (MLEVHs) in neighboring top and bottom graphene 
layers. Two MLEVHs appeared in (a) and (g) in the same graphene layer, and merged in 
(b) and (h) to form a bigger MLEVH. A new small MLEVH appeared in (c) and (i) (in 
the green layer), and it zipped with the big MLEVH in a neighboring red layer in (d), (j),
and (k), forming a BLEVH. (e) The BLEVH quickly evolved into a polygonal shape (f).
(k) A 3D view of zipping two MLEVHs to form a BLEVH.
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